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Abstract

Ireland has been a leader in the COVID-19 vaccine rollout in the EU, with almost 80% of the eligible population (aged over 5 years) fully vaccinated at the time of writing. The success of the vaccine rollout in this jurisdiction notwithstanding, the legal frameworks supporting the rollout had significant lacunas. Two aspects in particular highlighted a lack of legal preparedness: the inadequacy of the legal framework for consent and the absence of a vaccine injury redress scheme. This paper explores these components of the COVID-19 vaccine rollout through the lens of legal preparedness. Whilst most often discussed in the context of command and control measures such as social distancing requirements and regional lockdowns, this paper argues for an expanded understanding of what it means to be legally prepared, highlighting the importance of the preparedness of domestic legal frameworks.
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1 Introduction

In March 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 to be a global pandemic.1 As at the time of writing, there are over 359 million cases of COVID-19 worldwide noted, and sadly, more than 5.62 million deaths from the disease recorded. Thus, the demand for a vaccine as a response to a global health challenge has never been more acute, and to-date, vaccination has largely been viewed as antidote to the pandemic.2 There are currently a total of 334 candidate vaccines, with 140 in clinical development and 194 in pre-clinical development.3 A number of COVID-19 vaccines have been authorised for countries in the European Union (EU) by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) including two mRNA vaccines (Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna (now Spikevax)) and two viral vector vaccines (AstraZeneca (now Vaxzevria) and Janssen).

In June 2020, the European Commission released the EU strategy for COVID-19 vaccines, setting out three core objectives: ‘1. Ensuring the quality, safety and efficacy of vaccines; 2. Securing timely access to vaccines for Member States and their population while leading the global solidarity effort; and 3. Ensuring equitable access for all in the EU to an affordable vaccine as early as possible.’4 Although the EU vaccine rollout began in late December 2020. It proceeded more slowly when compared with the United States and the United Kingdom due to availability of supply. Over time, it gained momentum and at the time of writing, 69.7% of the total EU/EEA population has been fully vaccinated.5

---

However, there has been a marked variation in uptake across the EU, ranging from 83% of the total population of Portugal being fully vaccinated to less than 30% of the total population of Bulgaria.6 Ireland has been at the forefront of high vaccination take-up, with 94.5% of the adult population and 77.8% of the total population having been fully vaccinated.7

Despite the success of the vaccine rollout, the legal framework supporting the rollout in Ireland was far from ideal. Two elements in particular indicated a lack of legal preparedness: the absence of a clear legal framework for consent and the lack of an appropriate vaccine redress scheme. These two issues form the basis for this case study in domestic legal preparedness. Whilst public health legal preparedness is often discussed in the context of disease surveillance and mitigation measures, such as quarantine and lockdown measures, the Irish example is a useful indicator of the need for a broader understanding of the term ‘legal preparedness’. This reflects the point made by Graeme and Hunter that ‘[l]ack of clarity of law, or lack of clarity about legal rights and responsibilities, can seriously hinger or impede effective responses to public health emergencies.’8 The first part of the article discusses the concept of legal preparedness and the case for including an evaluation of a wider range of elements within domestic regimes. The rest of the article focuses on the Irish example. It begins by providing necessary background context, providing an overview of the rollout of the COVID-19 vaccination programme in Ireland, before examining in more detail issues of consent and capacity and thereafter the matter of redress arising from vaccine injury.

2 Legal Preparedness: What Does It Mean to Be Prepared?

Questions of legal preparedness in respect of vaccination need to be situated within broader academic debates concerning public health legal preparedness. Moulton et al. define public health legal preparedness as the ‘attainment by a public health system ... of legal benchmarks essential to the preparedness of the public health system.’9 This term recognises the crucial role law plays

in public health. As Murphy and Whitty explain: ‘this is all about having the right laws in place and then using them in the right way in a time of public health emergency.’ Legal preparedness is important because, as Laurie and Hunter explain:

[I]aw is merely a social tool, but it is a tool of considerable import. This is never truer than when society, its fabric, foundations and core values are under threat. Public health crises represent such a threat and at such times the role of law becomes crucial in maintaining the delicate balance between order and chaos, between public and private interests, and between promotion of the common good and protection of civil liberties.

A number of core elements of preparedness have been identified in the literature. For Moulton et al. there are four core components to public health legal preparedness: 1. Laws or legal authorities: required to confer necessary powers on government and public health officials; 2. Competency: the people involved in the administration of public health and other professionals should have the ability to understand the law(s) and apply them effectively; 3. Co-ordination: legally based interventions should be co-ordinated across jurisdictions; and 4. Information: recognising the importance of the sharing of information about public health laws and best practices.

These views of public health legal preparedness operate largely at an international level, and the issue of preparedness is most often discussed in the context of public health emergencies. However, where the discourse is focused on emergencies, insufficient attention is paid to legal preparedness in a broader sense. As Bernstein observes, ‘[f]or public health legal preparedness to be viable outside the context of emergency legal preparedness, the public health law community must develop practical tools to aid in the establishment of legal benchmarks in all areas of public health law practice.’

Whilst high-level thinking on public health legal preparedness is important, this paper argues that detailed consideration and analysis of the preparedness of domestic legal frameworks is also required. As Murphy and Whitty have

---

10 Ibid., at 674.
12 Laurie and Hunter, *supra* note 8.
13 Moulton et al., *supra* note 9.
argued, if the right laws must be in place at a time of emergency, governments should give due consideration to improving legal preparedness at a domestic level before they are faced with a public health crisis. Making decisions under time constraints to implement appropriate frameworks in a time of emergency is risky. Ireland was fortunate because its lack of legal preparedness did not substantially impede the vaccine rollout. However, the Irish experience is a useful indicator of why a more holistic understanding, incorporating aspects of domestic health law, of what it means to be legally prepared is required.

3 COVID-19 Vaccination Rollout in Ireland

As the potentially devastating impact of COVID-19 became apparent, the Irish government established the National Public Health Emergency Team (NPHET), to deal with the outbreak. NPHET was chaired by the Chief Medical Officer (CMO) (the most senior Government advisor on health-related matters) and included members from across the public health sector. In early June 2020, NPHET recommended the establishment of a COVID-19 Immunisation Strategy Group to work alongside the National Immunisation Advisory Committee (NIAC), in order to categorise priority groups for vaccination. In November 2020, this Group presented its interim recommendations, based on the objective of ensuring ‘equitable access to a safe and effective vaccine with the goals of limiting mortality and morbidity from COVID-19, protecting healthcare capacity and enabling social and economic activity.’ Priority groups were identified ‘according to the current and evolving understanding of the clinical, microbiological and epidemiological profile of COVID-19 internationally and in Ireland, with a focus on those at greatest risk from COVID-19.’ A four-phase approach to the rollout of the vaccine was recommended, from highest to lowest priority. The criteria for prioritisation included: the risk of acquiring

---

15 NIAC is an independent expert advisory group established in 1998 which advises the CMO and the Department of Health on vaccines, immunisation, and related health matters to inform policies.
17 Ibid.
18 Phase one included frontline healthcare workers; essential workers e.g. gardai; those at greatest risk of severe illness and death and their caregivers; Phase two included teachers and others essential to education; those in essential jobs and who cannot avoid a high risk of exposure; adults aged 18–64 living or working in crowded accommodation; and adults
the disease; the risk of severe disease and death; the risk of a negative impact on society; and the risk of transmitting infection to others. This preparatory phase also included the introduction of legislation expanding the category of professionals authorised to administer the vaccine.\textsuperscript{20}

The vaccine rollout began in late December 2020 with frontline health professionals. This was quickly followed by the vaccination of residents in nursing homes. Initial progress was slow due to difficulty in accessing sufficient supply. In March 2021, the four-phase vaccination prioritisation was replaced (not without controversy) with a simpler, age-based model.\textsuperscript{21} In July 2021, vaccination of young people aged 16 years and over began to be followed by vaccination of children between 12–15 years beginning in September 2021 and children aged between 5 and 11 years commencing in late December 2021.

\section{Consent and Capacity}

Although there has been a move towards mandatory vaccination in some EU countries, including Austria and Italy, and towards mandatory vaccination of health workers in some others,\textsuperscript{22} there has been little political appetite for adopting equivalent measures in Ireland (although unvaccinated healthcare workers may be redeployed).\textsuperscript{23} Accordingly, informed consent is a pre-requisite for vaccination in Ireland. Consent issues have primarily related to capacity to consent, either where an adult’s capacity is impaired or where the vaccine is administered to children and young people.\textsuperscript{24}

\begin{itemize}
\item Phase 2 included older adults (aged 55–64 years); Phase 3 included young adults (18–34) due to increased levels of social contact; and those in industries important to the functioning of society at moderately high levels of exposure; Phase 4 included adults aged 35–54 who did not have access to the vaccine in prior phases; and children.
\item The Medicinal Products (Prescription and Control of Supply) (Amendment) (No. 7) Regulations 2020 inserts Regulation 4F into the Medicinal Products (Prescription and Control of Supply) Regulations 2003 (S.I. No. 540 of 2003).
\item NIAC-Recommendations-for-Vaccine-Prioritisation-29.03.2021-update-04.01.2021-1.pdf.
\item See V. Clarke, ‘HSE defends policy of redeploying unvaccinated healthcare workers’ The Irish Times (20 August 2021).
\end{itemize}
4.1 Consent and Capacity: Adults

Because the first stages of the rollout of the COVID-19 vaccination programme involved nursing home residents, a significant proportion of whom may have some degree of impaired capacity, the issue of capacity to consent to vaccination quickly emerged as a major issue. Difficulties arose because the relevant legal framework was (and still is at the time of writing) standing ‘on the cusp of change’. Although the Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) Act 2015 (ADMCA) had been enacted in 2015, the substantive elements of the legislation will not be commenced until mid-2022. Until this happens, the only legislative framework in place for adults lacking capacity is the Lunacy Regulation (Ireland) Act 1871. This provides for admission to wardship and the appointment of a Committee in wardship, which is typically a single person who plays a role broadly similar to that of an ‘adult guardian’. Wardship is a ‘vastly outdated process’, which is typically concerned with decisions about an individual’s property and/or affairs. However, in practice, wardship has led ‘inexorably to healthcare decisions being made on behalf of the ward.’ The developed practice has been to seek the consent of the Committee of the ward for less serious decisions and procedures, and to obtain the consent of the High Court for more serious matters. The judicial standard applied in such matters is the ‘best interests’ of the ward. Most people with impaired capacity in Ireland are not wards of court. Healthcare decisions, including decisions about vaccination, have typically been made on an informal basis. For many years, healthcare providers relied on ‘next-of-kin consent’, where (typically written) consent was provided by a family member of the person. However, as has long been recognised, next-of-kin consent is not recognised under Irish law.

Several stopgap legal measures were introduced to address the deficiencies in this antiquated legal framework in advance of the vaccine rollout. The President of the High Court, Irvine P, wrote to the CMO in December 2020,  

---

27 Ibid at 66.
28 Ibid.
29 In re a Ward of Court [1996] 2 IR 79.
30 There are currently approximately 2,500 wards of court in Ireland.
31 Donnelly, supra note 27, 66–67.
confirming that there was no requirement to seek a court order for the administration of the vaccine. A more formalised legal practice note on vaccination of wards was issued by Irvine P in April 2021. This stated that unless an objection by the ward’s Committee was specifically notified to the wards of court office, the ward’s treating clinician should decide, having regard to the ward’s medical history and a balancing of all relevant risks, whether the vaccination should proceed. If the ward’s Committee objected to the vaccination, then they would be required to provide medical evidence that the vaccination was not in the ward’s best interests. This would then be reviewed by the ward’s treating clinician who would then be required to make a decision as to whether to proceed with vaccination. Unless the Committee referred the matter to court, then the vaccination would then proceed. If the ward objected, then their capacity would then need to be assessed: if the ward was found to have capacity to refuse, the vaccination should not be administered; if the ward was found not to have capacity and if the refusal would be likely to impact on the ward’s placement, the matter must be listed before the court.

The legal position in respect of persons who are not wards is addressed by the Medicinal Products (Prescription and Control of Supply) (Amendment) (No. 7) Regulations 2020, which were introduced in December 2020. The Regulations set out various formalities regarding the administration of vaccines, including the requirement that consent be obtained in advance. Where an individual lacks capacity to consent, the requirement is that ‘the will and preferences of the person’ must be established and the administration must be ‘for the benefit of the person’. Thus, the Regulations establish a legal basis for vaccination, addressing the legal lacuna identified above.

Additional guidance was developed by the Health Service Executive (HSE), which has responsibility for most of the vaccine rollout. A National Consent for COVID-19 Vaccination Working Group was established in December 2020, and this Group produced a series of guidance documents, emphasising the importance of consent and the importance of the will and preferences of the

33 M Carolan, ‘High Court President Writes to Holohan over COVID-19 Vaccine for Wards of Court’ Irish Times (11 December 2020).
34 Guidance Note on Vaccination of Wards of Court (April 2021).
36 Medicinal Products (Prescription and Control of Supply) (Amendment) (No. 7) Regulations 2020, Regulation 10B.
37 One of the authors is a member of this group.
person who lacks capacity. Detailed guidance is provided on how to support the decision-making process, including the provision of accessible information provided in a manner that the person can understand and recognising that additional time may be required. The guidance also emphasises the importance of advance preparation, including talking about the vaccination in a natural manner and using social stories outlining what the vaccine involves. It also reinforces the absence of any legal basis for next-of-kin consent but also recognises that family members who have a close ongoing relationship with the person may have an important role in ascertaining the person's will and preferences. At all times, the guidance emphasises that people who are assessed as lacking capacity and who do not wish to have the vaccination should not be given it against their will. The HSE’s non-coercive approach was approved by the High Court in a case where a ward of court with dementia and various complex psychiatric conditions had refused consent to vaccination. In handing down judgment, Hyland J identified the relevant factors in her conclusion as including the woman's individual situation; her existing medical condition; the fact that two injections would be involved; that the vast majority of residents in her nursing home had been vaccinated; that the woman was at a low risk of contracting the virus; and that coercive vaccination would greatly interfere with trust between the woman and the staff.

4.2 Consent and Capacity: Children and Young People

As the European vaccination rollout has continued, attention has shifted to the vaccination of children and young people. Out of the vaccinations originally approved by the EMA, only Pfizer/BioNTech was approved for this group. Between May and July 2021, the EMA approved two vaccines – Pfizer/BioNTech Spikevax – for this age cohort. Pfizer/BioNTech has also sought approval from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to authorise use of this COVID-19 vaccine.

---

40 See Supporting the Consent Process for those who lack capacity and are anxious/or refusing vaccination (5 February 2021).
42 Ibid.
43 M. Carolan, ‘HSE correct not to seek coercive COVID-19 vaccination of woman, judge says’ Irish Times (10 February 2021). The High Court’s ruling is ex tempore and no written judgment is issued.
44 Ibid.
vaccine for children aged between 5 and 11 years.46 As with adults, rollout has been varied across Europe.47 The extension of the rollout to children and young people raises several consent related issues.48 These include the point at which the child/young person can provide a legally effective consent to vaccination and the legal position where the child does not have capacity to consent and parents/legal guardians disagree with each other,49 or with local authorities (where a child is in care)50 about vaccination. The resolution of these issues depends on the underlying national legal framework. As evidenced below, the legal framework in Ireland does not provide a solid structure in this regard.

In reviewing the Irish legal framework, a distinction must be made between young people (aged 16 and 17 years) and children (aged under 16 years). In respect of young people, the Non-Fatal Offences Against the Person Act 1997 provides that ‘the consent of a minor who has attained the age of 16 years to any surgical, medical or dental treatment which, in the absence of consent, would constitute a trespass to his or her person, shall be as effective as it would be if he or she was of full age.’51 The applicability of this provision to vaccination is open to debate. It is not clear that vaccination can be described as ‘treatment’ within the meaning of the 1997 Act.52 Moreover, doubts have been raised about whether the relevant provision provides legal protection outside of the criminal law context.53

For children, no legislation is in place. Parents and legal guardians54 have legal authority derived from both the common law and the Constitution of

49 See, e.g., F v F [2013] EWHC 2683 (Fam); M v H [2020] EWFC 93 (England and Wales).
51 Non-Fatal Offences Against the Person Act 1997, s. 23(1).
52 Treatment is defined in s. 23(2) as including ‘any procedure undertaken for the purposes of diagnosis’ and s. 23 is stated to apply to ‘any procedure (including, in particular, the administration of an anaesthetic) which is ancillary to any treatment as it applies to that treatment.’
54 Legal guardians are defined in accordance of the Children and Family Relationships Act 2015.
Ireland to consent to, and refuse, medical interventions on behalf of their child, although this authority is restricted by the rights of the child (which are explicitly recognised under Art. 42A of the Constitution). The Irish courts have not considered whether individualised competence assessments of the child’s understanding (so-called Gillick competence) should play a role in determining authority to consent to medical interventions. However, the High Court has held that treatment refusal should be viewed differently to consent to treatment and that the courts may intervene in such cases. The lack of clarity in this area has been recognised by the Committee on the Rights of the Child, which recommended that Ireland should, particularly in the context of mental health care services, ‘enact legislation that explicitly and comprehensively provides for children’s consent to and refusal of medical treatment, and ensure that this legislation should be in line with the objectives of the Convention and encompass clear recognition of children’s evolving capacities.’

The gap created by the absence of a clear legal framework in this area has, to a degree, been filled by professional guidance, which is based on a best interpretation of the legal position, and on the prioritisation of the best interests of the child. Although it does not have formal status in law, such guidance may provide legal protection to healthcare professionals who act in accordance with it on the basis that such actions are reasonable and in accordance with the guidance. The specific issues raised by the vaccine rollout were addressed in separate guidance developed by the National Consent for COVID-19 Vaccination Working Group. This provides that the consent of a young person (who has capacity to make a decision about vaccination) is valid and that the consent of a parent/legal guardian is not required. It also affirms a general right of a

---

55 See North Western Health Board v HW and CW [2001] IESC 90.
56 See Re JF [2021] IESC 1, para. 131.
57 From Gillick v West Norfolk and Wisbech AHA [1986] A.C. 112.
58 HSE v JM and Anor [2013] IEHC 13 and XY a minor suing by her guardian ad litem Raymond McEvoy v HSE [2013] IEHC 490. In this, the High Court followed the position which had been adopted by the Court of Appeal (EW) in Re W [1992] 3 WLR 758.
young person to refuse the vaccine, notwithstanding that the courts have identified a different approach to consent and to refusal.\textsuperscript{62} This is on the basis of an assessment of the degree of risk to young people of refusing the vaccine which, except in exceptional circumstances, is relatively low.\textsuperscript{63} For children under 16 years, parental consent and the assent of the child is required. In line with the position taken in the HSE National Consent policy, the consent of only one parent is necessary. Where parents disagree, the guidance indicates that they should be encouraged to discuss the matter and to consult the child whose views are recognised as being important. Ultimately, the matter is likely to require resolution in the courts. In the absence of a court rulings, the guidance of the National Consent for COVID\textsuperscript{19} Vaccination Working Group indicates that if one parent makes an objection to vaccination known to the service, ‘every reasonable effort’ should be made to avoid vaccination of the child.\textsuperscript{64} The guidance is also clear that because of the nature of the vaccine rollout, it is not possible to give an absolute guarantee in this regard.\textsuperscript{65}

Notwithstanding the legal uncertainties, the vaccine rollout to children and young people has thus far not produced much in the way of legal controversy. This likely reflects the fact that the applicable guidance indicates that vaccines should not be administered where one parent has objected. The only case to date saw the High Court approve the vaccination of a 15-year-old boy with disabilities who was in foster care, notwithstanding his mother’s objections.\textsuperscript{66} From the media reports, the decision was made on the basis of the boy’s best interests and his own expressed desire to receive the vaccination. This case was unusual, given that the boy was in foster care and had a range of medical issues; it is not clear that a similar finding would have been reached had these circumstances not arisen.

5 Vaccine Injury and Redress

Like all medical interventions, COVID-19 vaccines may give rise to side-effects. Significant attention was paid to addressing safety concerns involving virus vector vaccines, such as AstraZeneca (now Vaxzevria) and Janssen. In March

\textsuperscript{62} See Guidance on Consent for Vaccination of Young People 16–17 Years, supra note 61.

\textsuperscript{63} Ibid., p. 2.

\textsuperscript{64} Who can give consent for vaccination of a young person aged under 16 years?, supra note 61, p. 3.

\textsuperscript{65} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{66} G. Deegan, ‘Judge says COVID vaccine can be given to boy with disability in foster care against the wishes of his biological mother’ Irish Independent (22 October 2021). No written judgment is available at time of writing.
2021, an EMA safety committee commenced an investigation into a batch of the Vaxzevria vaccine after Austria and other EU Member States suspended the use of the vaccine due to reports of blood clots.67 Ultimately, however, the committee maintained the position that the benefits outweighed the risks and advised that the vaccines could continue to be administered. Concerns about side effects have also been raised in relation to mRNA vaccines, such as Spikevax and Pfizer/BioNTech. The EMA safety committee has advised that two heart conditions – myocarditis and pericarditis – must be listed as possible side effects of the two mRNA vaccines.68 Pharmaceutical companies sought indemnification for COVID-19 vaccine related injuries and a key consideration in the vaccine roll-out globally has been the existence and establishment of appropriate state vaccine injury compensation for any resulting damage.

Compensation for vaccine injury can be pursued in two ways: first, under the Product Liability Directive69 or secondly, through the law of tort. The conversation on vaccine injury compensation schemes is largely in response to the actual and perceived shortcomings of these options, including the costs involved and length of time that such cases take to litigate, and, in tort claims, the difficulty in proving clear causation. The World Health Organization (WHO) has previously argued for vaccine injury compensation schemes, noting:

A vaccine-injury compensation scheme removes the uncertainty of tort liability for manufacturers and provides a more fair, efficient and stable approach for injured parties ... Apart from the reluctance of governments to move away from the adversarial approach to providing compensation, we believe there is a strong argument for widespread implementation of these programmes in other developed countries.70

Many jurisdictions have well established vaccine injury compensation schemes, both within and outside the EU.71 The WHO has also established the “COVAX” scheme for low to medium income countries in order to ‘significantly

reduce the need for recourse to the law courts, a potentially lengthy and costly process.\textsuperscript{72} Although vaccine injury compensation schemes are not new, they have recently come under the spotlight given regulatory approval of a number of COVID-19 vaccines in a relatively short period of time in the 2020–21 period. Although the vaccines have a risk of rare, but in some instances, serious side effects, as Farrell notes ‘the risk-benefit calculus is heavily weighted in favour of the collective public health over that of the individual.’\textsuperscript{73} This is largely due to the potential of vaccination to assist in combating both the high death rate and widespread illness and caused by COVID-19, as well as to facilitate the removal of necessary restrictive disease prevention measures such as lockdowns. As such, in addition to pragmatic arguments which support vaccine injury compensation schemes, such as the need to encourage and maintain vaccine uptake, there is a strong ethical argument for appropriate compensation where serious side effects arise, given the emphasis on achieving ‘herd immunity’ for the collective good.\textsuperscript{74} Against this backdrop, this section of the paper identifies the lack of a framework for vaccine injury compensation in Ireland as part of legal preparedness.

5.1 **Vaccine Injury Redress: Variations in Approach**

Internationally, including within the EU, there are different models for vaccine injury compensation. Such schemes remove the requirement to pursue compensation via litigation, whether the claim relates to breach of the Product Liability Directive or negligence by either the manufacturer of the vaccine or the healthcare system and/or provider in administrating the vaccine. No harmonised approach to vaccine injury compensation exists in the EU. Vaccine injury redress schemes can be vaccine-specific or may cover a wide variety of immunisations. Austria,\textsuperscript{75} France,\textsuperscript{76} and Germany\textsuperscript{77} are all examples of


\textsuperscript{75} Vaccine Damage Act (*Bundesgesetz vom 3. Juli 1973 über die Entschädigung für Impfschäden or Impfschadengesetz*).

\textsuperscript{76} In France, a distinction is drawn between compensation for mandatory vaccines and voluntary vaccines. In relation to a compulsory vaccination, an individual may lodge a claim with the National Office for Compensation of Medical Accident (ONIAM), Article L311-9. Special provision has been made in the case of COVID-19 vaccines. For a full discussion, see Watts and Popa, *supra* note 71.

\textsuperscript{77} German Infection Protection Act (*Infektionsschutzgesetz* or IfSG), s.60.
EU Member States with vaccine injury compensation schemes which cover a variety of vaccines. In the UK, the Vaccine Damage Payments Scheme, which was established by the Vaccine Damage Payments Act 1979, provides redress to individuals who are left with severe disabilities following the administration of a vaccine,\textsuperscript{78} including a COVID-19 vaccine.\textsuperscript{79} In contrast, despite the existence of a broad vaccine injury compensation scheme in the United States (the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program),\textsuperscript{80} COVID-19 vaccine injuries are covered under the ‘Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program’.\textsuperscript{81} Whilst there are differences across the various schemes, most operate on a ‘no-fault’ basis and do not require proof of liability.\textsuperscript{82} Instead, the intention is to remove the necessity of pursuing a fault-based mode of redress i.e. litigation. The ethical and pragmatic arguments for the operation of such schemes have long been recognised.\textsuperscript{83} Additionally, some commentators have also argued that vaccine injury compensation schemes can play a role in addressing vaccine hesitancy. For example, Heppinstall notes ‘[s]ome individuals may feel more inclined to have the vaccine, and thus to contribute to the national effort to acquire herd immunity, if they knew that they would be financially supported in the event of a side-effect causing them to become disabled or ill.’\textsuperscript{84} The ECtHR has also recently emphasised the moral obligation of States to ensure redress for injuries arising from vaccination. In \textit{Vavříčka and Others v the Czech Republic},\textsuperscript{85} a case which considered the compatibility of compulsory childhood vaccination with the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), the Court affirmed the importance of the availability of adequate compensation for those who suffer harm noting ‘... under the principle of solidarity, which itself was the basis for making vaccination compulsory, the State ordering such a measure for the benefit of everyone must be required to

\textsuperscript{78} Severe disability means that the person must be at least 60\% disabled, which includes both mental and physical disability.

\textsuperscript{79} Vaccine Damage Payments (Specified Disease) Order 2020.


\textsuperscript{81} https://www.hrsa.gov/cicp (accessed 3 November 2021).

\textsuperscript{82} It should be noted that other obstacles may exist. For example, some schemes set high thresholds for injury before a claim can be made. In the UK, under the Vaccine Damage Payments Scheme, the threshold is one of ‘severe disability’ which means that the individual must be at least 60\% disabled (including both mental and physical disability). For a full discussion, see MacLeod, \textit{supra} note 74.


\textsuperscript{85} Appl. Nos 47621/13, 3867/14, 73094/14, 19306/15, 19298/15, and 43883/15, 8 April 2021.
pay compensation to those who experience harmful side-effects.\textsuperscript{86} Whilst this case related to mandatory vaccination, the decision highlights the importance of appropriate schemes for vaccine injury compensation at a national level. Additionally, although COVID-19 vaccination is, in many EU countries, voluntary, the introduction of measures such as ‘COVID-19 passports’ raises questions as to true voluntariness, given that there are significant incentives for vaccination. Thus, it could be argued that the decision in Vavřička serves as a warning to countries who are yet to implement a vaccine injury compensation scheme. Given the emergency nature of the pandemic and the race to mitigate against severe illness and death, as part of the advance purchase and purchase agreements for COVID-19 vaccines, the European Commission agreed to provide indemnity to vaccine manufacturers.\textsuperscript{87} However, the issue of indemnity has ultimately been devolved to Member State level. Watts and Popa have criticised the devolution due to the ‘fragmented’ approach to vaccine injury redress across Member States.\textsuperscript{88} They further argue that the absence of vaccine injury compensation schemes in some Member States means that, in some instances, individuals in the EU will have less access to redress than those covered by the COVAX scheme.\textsuperscript{89}

5.2 Vaccine Injury Redress: Ireland

Unlike many other EU Member States, there is no State vaccine compensation scheme in Ireland. Despite the current absence of a vaccine injury compensation scheme, those who suffer harm resulting from vaccination may pursue traditional means of redress, such as a civil claim for negligence and/or a breach of the provisions of the Liability for Defective Products Act 1991 (which transposed the Product Liability Directive). However, such litigation is frequently onerous, and a number of hurdles must be surmounted, most notably, in tort actions establishing causation. Similar to claims for clinical negligence, causation can act as a significant hurdle to surmount in the context of vaccine injury claims. This is because individuals seeking redress for vaccine injuries must prove that the vaccine in question caused their injury. Watts and Popa have argued that the obstacle of causation ‘may prove to be insurmountable’\textsuperscript{90} in the context of new vaccines, such as the COVID-19 vaccines. While the same level of causation difficulties do not arise under the Product Liability Directive,

\textsuperscript{86} Vavřička and Others, supra note 1, para. 127.
\textsuperscript{88} Watts and Popa, supra note 71, p. 9.
\textsuperscript{89} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{90} Ibid., p. 12.
compliance with the Directive’s requirements poses its own challenges, especially in the respect of the COVID-19 vaccines.\textsuperscript{91}

The costs associated with legal claims may also prove prohibitive for some claimants. In Ireland, the High Court has jurisdiction to hear cases about claims for damages of over €60,000 in the context of personal injuries. It is conceivable, therefore, that where smaller claims arise the costs associated with pursuing a claim of this nature may dwarf the damages awarded for injury. Notwithstanding the challenges associated with this type of litigation, claims for vaccine injury in Ireland have been brought in the courts. For example, high profile cases such as the narcolepsy cases, which arose following the administration of the Pandemrix “swine flu” vaccine, have been in the Irish courts for the past decade.\textsuperscript{92} Unfortunately, following inoculation a number of individuals suffered injuries including the development of narcolepsy. Due to the absence of a vaccine injury compensation scheme in this jurisdiction, those who wished to seek redress for injuries suffered had to revert to the Courts.\textsuperscript{93} A number of claims in this regard have been pursued.\textsuperscript{94}

Although those are injured following the administration of a vaccine may pursue redress in the courts, the current absence of a statutory compensation scheme in this jurisdiction is problematic, as highlighted by the Pandemrix cases. Internationally, the current absence of a vaccine injury compensation scheme in this jurisdiction has not gone unnoticed. Watts and Popa observe the problematic nature of this warning ‘Irish COVID-19 vaccine injury victims will be forced with this kind of decades-long liability and litigation struggle.’\textsuperscript{95} The need for an appropriate redress mechanism has also been recognised at a national level, where the oft-had conversation on vaccine injury redress has been ongoing in this jurisdiction since 2001.\textsuperscript{96} In 2007, a Vaccine Damage

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Similar to the indemnification of COVID-19 vaccine manufacturers, the Pandemrix vaccine was indemnified by the Irish State.
\item See, for example, T. Healy, ‘€1.28m settlement for 16-year-old girl diagnosed with narcolepsy four years after swine flu jab’ The Irish Independent (8 May 2021); A. O’Loughlin, ‘Settlements of €4.5m in three swine flu cases approved’ The Irish Examiner (29 July 2021).
\item Watts and Popa, supra note 71, p. 10.
\item For example, in 1977, an ex gratia compensation scheme was established in relation to the whooping cough vaccination. From an assessment of 93 cases, 16 were awarded ex gratia payments of £10 000. https://health.old.gov.ie/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/vaccine
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Steering Group was established and its report was published in 2009.97 Ultimately, the Steering Group recommended that an *ex gratia* scheme be established although no further progress was made at the time in terms of furthering this recommendation.

The need for a State vaccine injury compensation scheme was again highlighted by an Expert Group appointed to review the law of torts and the current system managing clinical negligence claims in 2018. In its report, the Expert Group observed that ‘there is a strong moral argument that the State, which actively encourages vaccination, should accept responsibility for those who suffer harm as a result.’98 The Group ultimately recommended that a vaccine compensation scheme be established ‘as a matter of urgency.’99 The majority view of the Group was to establish an *ex gratia* scheme for redress. The Group noted that such a scheme would not require liability to be proven and would also ensure the injured individual’s right to bring court proceedings. The Group also recommended that compensation should be ‘reasonable and based on proven loss’ and that the scheme should cover reasonable legal costs and expenses. Whilst one of the driving goals of the scheme is to minimise the adversarial nature of the claims process, the scheme bears similarities to the civil process. For example, the Group recommended that medical evidence be required to establish that the vaccine in question caused or contributed to the injury complained of, and noted that the panel would be entitled to instruct their own medical expert and other experts to advise on a number of issues, including causation.

Despite the publication of the report by the Expert Group in 2020, little progress has been made notwithstanding a recent statement by the Irish
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97 The Group, which examined a number of international schemes, recommended in its 2009 report that an *ex gratia* payment scheme be established and a tiered payment structure, depending on the severity of damage suffered, be introduced. See J. Hough, ‘Report recommends payouts for vaccine damages’ *The Irish Examiner* (18 November 2009).


99 *Ibid.* In respect of the operation of such a scheme and compensation, the Expert Group noted that a variety of views were expressed in terms of quantum for vaccine injury. The Group noted that whilst there was a view that awards made by such a scheme should be in line with that which would be made by the court i.e. general and special damages, there was more support for a scheme where awards were below the level of those made by the court where liability was established. There was more support for an *ex gratia* compensation scheme, which would not require liability to be proven but would also ensure the plaintiffs right to bring court proceedings.
Government that it was committed to introducing a vaccine injury compensation scheme.  

The urgency of establishing such a scheme is increasing, and there are strong ethical arguments for the introduction of an appropriate model of redress. This was brought into sharp focus during the COVID-19 vaccination rollout although ultimately it seems to have had little adverse impact, given that 94.5% of the adult population in Ireland are now fully vaccinated. The success of the rollout notwithstanding, the strong ethical argument for appropriate redress for vaccine injury remains. Additionally, given the rapidly evolving nature of the pandemic, the emergence of new variants of the disease, and the likelihood of future unknown public health emergencies, there is a need to “ensure maximum public support” for both the current, as well as likely subsequent vaccine rollouts. Where an individual has suffered harm as a result of vaccination and is forced to pursue costly and time-consuming litigation, public confidence in such vaccination programmes may dwindle. Although vaccination is not mandatory in Ireland, similar to other jurisdictions, the Irish Government has introduced the use of measures such as ‘COVID-19 passes’ to access pubs, restaurants, and theatres, which may impact voluntariness. Such incentivisation may be, as Archard et al. have argued in their commentary on Vavříčka (previously referred to), mandatory childhood vaccination may be ‘more proportionate and socially acceptable’ than mandating vaccination. However, as the European Court of Human Rights made clear in its judgment in the case, strong state support for taking such an approach to vaccination must necessarily be accompanied by the state providing appropriate modes of redress where vaccine injury may occur as a result.

6 Conclusion

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the need for legal preparedness to ensure a rapid and effective response to public health emergencies. As Bennett and Carney argue that ‘[c]larity in the legal frameworks for public health is a critical part of providing an enabling infrastructure to support the work of
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102 Ibid., at 450.
103 Health (Amendment No. 2) Act 2021.
public health officials when responding to public health emergencies.\textsuperscript{105} This article has provided a critical analysis of legal preparedness through an examination of two key aspects of the legal frameworks in Ireland which supported the COVID-19 vaccine rollout. The discussion has highlighted the shortcomings in the national legal consent framework and the absence of a legislative redress scheme for those who suffered injury as a result of administration of the COVID-19 vaccine. These legal lacunae did not substantively impact on the rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine (or the booster vaccine) in Ireland, they nonetheless indicate the steps which the Irish legislature needs to take in order to be legally prepared for ongoing vaccination programmes in the context of managing threats to public health in the future.

Looking beyond Ireland, we suggest that the analysis here offers some more generally applicable lessons on legal preparedness. First, the issues of consent and appropriate redress for vaccine injury are universal and we suggest that states should critically evaluate their legal frameworks around these aspects of vaccine programmes and ensure that they are effective and appropriate. Secondly, the case study shows why a broader understanding of legal preparedness, which looks beyond emergency response measures, is needed. Governments should pay due attention to the legal frameworks which are required to facilitate a cohesive response to public health emergencies, whilst respecting the fundamental rights of citizens. The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the essential role of public health legal preparedness. The challenges faced serve as a stark warning on the importance of ensuring adequate public health systems and legal frameworks to address the issues raised by this and future public health emergencies.
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